In the beginning, were the chaos pools - loose groups of sentient energy and proto matter.
Eventually, a number of these pools coalesced together to form the multiverse. There were 5
universes - the positive universe (ruled over by Genesis and the Lords of Reality including lady
karma); the antiverse (ruled by Antion); the Red Realm (ruled by Lady Krisma); the Mythoverse
(ruled by Lord Zodian) and Hell (ruled by Lucifer).
The positive universe became the core of all the other universes, it was the only one that was
structured around time (controlled by kronosa) and that balanced Order and Chaos. A thousand
smaller chaos pools attached themselves to the periphery of the core universe - these
eventually came to be known as Quasars - and their sentient part was known as a Quasar lord.
Outside the core universe was chaos space where the ‘non-aligned’ pools existed and kept
coalescing and disassociating. In this space ‘lived’ the Xyn.
There were also the fluxons who were a set of pan-dimensional beings that existed across a
number of spaces in the multiverse but were not really part of any of them.
Most of the stories will take place in the core universe - our universe.
The first major incident was caused by the quasar lords who were stirred up by a small section
of their number to rise up and challenge the Reality Lords for control of our universe. Genesis
defeated them by guile - by getting the ruling faction to assume control (authority?) over the
powers of the many; by doing this the majority of the quasar lords were rendered powerless - in
effect disconnected from their source quasars. The ruling faction - 3 in number - were made full
members of the lords of reality and became Meson - master of matter; Quanta - mistress of
energy; and Ultima - Mistress of life and death. The remaining quasars were disciplined; most
were exiled to a new pocket universe created by Genesis - the dark zone, but a few were
spared that fate. Four joined together and argued that even without their quasar ‘cores’ they
could still bring down Genesis and rule the universe - this amused Genesis and he allowed
them to form the Cosmic Crime Cartel (CCC) and become the cartel lords. kronosa - Mistress
of time - argued such a force needed to be balanced so 4 more formed the Lords of Qurus they (eventually) recruited teams of mortals who formed the corps of Infra-Knights and
Supra-nauts.
The original mortal races were formed; the first ‘race’ was the Primurians, created directly by the
Reality Lords; they were designed to be administrative and support workers for the reality lords;
initially there were two key figures - Eva (destined to be the universal administrator) and Rona
(destined to be the universal artisan). The latter in particular was instrumental in implementing
and building tools and weapons for the reality lords - such as the Life Forge, the Time Pillars
and the Star Sceptre. The final weapon was created after Rona had been driven mad by being
exposed to the Source of The Universe which was formed by the combined cores of the original
chaos pools. The development of the weapon led to her isolation and imprisonment in another
pocket dimension - the omega zone. (Evas Universe)
After the Primurians came the elder races: The Vrell (on Vrell Major) and the Noid (on Noidia) in
the Corona Borealis supercluster; the Pydorans (on Pydora) and Vyrians (on Vyria) in the Milky
Way; the Ocsulans (on Ocsula) and the Armourers (on Armoria) in the Andromeda galaxy.
A random quasar lord - known as the StarSoul - decided to create its own religion and recruited
priests from the elder races - 2 each from the Vrell, the Pyredarians and the Ocsulans. These

clerics became the Starsoul sorcerers and promoted their new religion (the Fellowship of the
Star Soul) across the Nascent Universe.
The CCC saw this as their first opportunity to create chaos and disrupt order in the universe;
they engineered it so that an incarnation of a chaos entity - the Xyn - arrived in the Positive
Universe and became the nemesis of the sorcerers. In order to defend themselves, the
sorcerers created a set of miraculous weapons - called the Megiston force - which consisted of
traditional weapons merged with fluxons which imbued them with miraculous powers. These
weapons were awarded to warriors recruited from newly emerging races such as the
Blustonians and Roxen.
The Megiston force warriors chased and harried the Xyn across the known universe. Eventually,
the Xyn created its own army of warriors - the Xythyn - to defend itself. After a number of
indecisive battles, there was a battle royal in Andromeda - the entire Megiston force faced off
against ten thousand Xythyn - although the Xythyn were all but wiped out, the Megiston force
was also defeated and the weapons scattered to the four corners of the universe.
After defeating the Megiston force the remaining Xythyn were tasked with hunting down the
sorcerers. After eliminating most of the clerics, the last one was tracked down to the planet Rok
where he was eliminated - but not before he implanted the secrets of the FOSS into the mind of
a young girl - Solara. (Eva’s Universe)
The Vyrian’s were a very advanced, non-humanoid race; they possessed the innate ability to
modify and reorganise the basic building blocks of life; however, in their self-modifying
arrogance, they managed to break their own evolutionary code and render themselves unable
to reproduce. A number of the youngest and strongest members were dispatched across the
galaxy to try and find a cure to their problem by seeding the newly evolving planets with
symbiotes in order to produce a new generation that had a revitalised genetic code. One of the
Vyrians was known as Vamphryllia and its interventions led to the development of the Elvari and
the new Pyredarian races. (Journey of Vamphryllia)
The Vrell were pivotal in advancing technological innovation; one of their number, Eli Landar,
invented the Vortex drive that allowed the user to bend space; he eventually refined it so it only
needed a disk (the V-disk) to operate; he created the computer that stored the coordinates
required to navigate using vortices - known as the pico-probe network (ppn); this same
computer was used to host OMNI (omniscient management and nurturing intelligence) - it went
on to run the entire planet, managing the environment, food and even life and death. With the
help of OMNI, they eventually managed to master the art of cell regeneration - effectively
making the Vrell immortal as long as they had access to the procedure. After the death of
Landar (just before cell regeneration was available) and his colleagues (dubbed the Vortex
Lords), technological progress slowed to a crawl, with a team of ‘caretakers’ (known as the
Vortex Wraiths) being appointed to maintain and develop OMNI and the ppn - needless to say
little development occurred.
The CCC (The Cosmic Cartel) realised that as the universe expanded they would not be able
to manage it with just 4 people, so they recruited agents to manage each developing galaxy.
These agents - known as brokers - collected ‘taxes’ from each criminal organisation, organised
major criminal activity and directed resources to align with the overarching plans of the CCC.
The three pre-eminent brokers were Broker Wei, who managed the Milky Way; Broker Meda

who managed the Andromeda galaxy and Broker Orlis who managed the Corona Borealis
system.
Each broker was responsible for a number of initiatives - Meda set up an agreement with the
armourers to share technologies and develop weapons for the CCC; she also recruited the
Pyredarians as indentured workers - effectively collecting taxes and enforcing activities aligned
to the CCC plans; Orlis farmed and exploited the natural resources of the Corona Borealis
system to create weapons. Wei - an ex-Pydoran - engineered the war between the Pyredarians
and the Xythyn.
One of the most influential of the younger races were the Thurls. Their planet - Thurlworld - was
located in a nebulous cloud in the Sagittarius DEG, a galaxy between the Milky Way and
Andromeda and destined eventually to merge into one or both. The Thurls were socially
sophisticated and resource-rich, but not particularly technically advanced. Their society
consisted of two ‘castes’ - the warriors and the clerics. The latter were responsible for their
religion and developing their psychic abilities, the former, as the name suggests were
responsible for the physical defence of their world.
They designed basic interplanetary craft based on ion propulsion, but a fortuitous meeting with a
ship known as the Wandering (that collected representatives of every species it encountered)
provided them with tachyon bubble technology, which made intergalactic travel possible. One of
their first exploratory trips led them to Vrell, on the other side of the universe. Landar had just
finished his prototype Vortex drive and happily shared the technology - and the concepts - with
the visitors. A number of the Thurls - unhappy with the direction they thought their society was
following - decided not to return with the rest and instead set up a base on another planet in the
Vrell system - this planet came to be known as Vrell Minor and the breakaway sect became the
Neo-Thurls, eschewing technology and focusing on their warrior craft and psychic abilities.
Empowered by the gift of the Vortex drive, the Thurls could expand their exploratory journeys
and began to put their dream of a confederation into practice. One of their first vortex powered
accidents led them to the armourers. Their first encounter provided them with basic weapons
known as pulse bows.
Before their first encounter with the Xythyn on Beryn a young warrior commander by the name
of Ytryll designed a set of weapons that were specific to the Thurls - these were the hover bug,
the razor bug, and the emp bug and commissioned the armourers to create them. After the
Beryn incident - where the Thurls were soundly trounced and Ytryll was seriously injured and
deeply shaken by the experience - they returned to the armourers to ask them to create fighting
spacecraft and body armour as well as the weapons. His selection of the latter (from a choice of
basic armour, pyredarian battle suit and noid combat skin) came to be known as Ytryll’s folly nonetheless, the combination of armaments, armour and craft gave the Thurls a decisive victory
in their next encounter with the Xythyn. (Tales of the Thurls)
After more than ten thousand years Vamphrylia decided it could travel no more - it crashed into
an asteroid and used its technology to create a habitable world which it called the Vamphryllium.
It put out a homing beacon for all the symbiotes it had seeded in that region to join it on its final
resting place.
One of the Pyredarians - Wir - became a real terranophile, even setting up his own sanctuary in
the Antarctic. He was responsible for helping Li Zhang become a crime lord (see Empire of

Crime) and through connections with pyredarian elders resettled the WulvenKind species on
Earth which led to the legends of werewolves (such as the Court of Wolves and the
Leschenne Trilogy.)
Meanwhile Brokers Wei and Meda start a bet - the two brokers engineered a battle between the
two races - Pyredarians and Xythyn - to see who would win. It was a terrible war, many Xythyn
were killed and their numbers decimated so badly that they were not involved in any battles for
almost thirty years. However the Pyredarium was reduced to scorched earth and every living
Pyredarian was wiped out - nominally the Xythyn ‘won’ but the loss of life was colossal on both
sides. Wei won the bet and got revenge on the Pyredarians who had effectively wiped out her
race, and Meda paid her a hundred credits. The Xythyn became indentured to the brokers and
were used as the new enforcers. This occurred in AD 1900, Earth time. (the Pyredarian Xythyn War)
Lano Wei, better known as Universo, was the illegitimate son of Broker Wei. After the broker
tried to get Universo committed, he escaped and dedicated his life to frustrating the plans of
both the brokers and the CCC in general. His first endeavour was exploring the activities of
Vamphryllia. He traced its activity to the last symbiote it ‘released’, he captured it and tried to
determine its connection with the broker (there was none) but during his investigations the
symbiote escaped by joining with his pet Lazon - the creature escaped and ran free on Earth
(see Chupacabras and the Leschenne trilogy). After that he was tipped off that the CCC were
looking for an embryo produced on Olympus Island - he got to the embryo first and stole it
himself. In doing so his ship was damaged. While he was making repairs he was surprised by a
number of the Vamphryllium and they took the embryo into their care - eventually bringing it into
the world as Kyta. (Tales of Brave Universo)

Recent Events on Earth (Empire of Crime)
Li Zhang was born in 1851 in a small village near Nanjing. The oldest of a family of six, he was
expected to be one of the main breadwinners; having no skills or education to speak of he
joined a street gang, looking to make a living by begging, stealing and extortion. In 1861 he was
found lying in a gutter in the centre of Nanjing, bleeding to death. He was saved by Uncle
Guolao of the eight immortals. He repaid this kindness by eventually killing the immortals and
extracting their blood to create essence.
While he still lived as part of their family, he was out exploring one evening when he
encountered Wir and the Crimelord of Nanjing in discussion in a townhouse. As he watched the
building was shelled and destroyed by a passing ship as part of the battle of shanghai. He
checked the wreckage to find the crime lord already dead, and Wir badly injured. He gave the
alien a portion of the blood that he had been given by the immortals, despite the stranger’s
protestations. Much to Wir’s surprise the blood healed his injuries. He left but returned a year
later.
On his return he told Zhang that he had negotiated a deal with his masters for the miraculous,
healing blood. Zhang’s price was that he wanted to be the new crime lord of Nanjing - Wir was
amused by this and so made it happen.

Wir returned every year, collecting ever larger samples of the (now distilled) essence and
Zhang’s demands got ever more outrageous. By 1900 he was the crime lord of China, ruling
over all gangs and activity, as well as this he was given a partly functioning starship in exchange
for an annual fee of 100 litres of pure essence to the CCC. Wir was then suddenly recalled to
his home planet of Pyredarium to fight the Pyredarian-Xythyn war. Like every other Pyredarian
he was killed in that war, Zhang received no more visits from any of the CCC, brokers or
enforcers.
In St Asaph in Wales, Owyn Madoc Matthews was born to Rhiannon Matthews. The son of the
(alleged) immortal/ Elvari Prince Madoc. Both mother and son were pilloried, and Madoc was
bullied at school.
1915: After years of abuse and pressure Madoc retaliated and he believed he had killed one of
the bullies - the son of the richest man in the village. He decided the only option was to leave
the village, which he did by lying to the recruiter and joining the army. He had several
adventures, his first posting was in Belgium which was very traumatic; despite this he seemed to
thrive and survived every posting against the odds, even though many of his colleagues and
friends were not so lucky.
In 1918 he was part of the 100 days offensive - however as he went over the top a shell from
the opposing force exploded a few metres from him, knocking him out. This led to one of his
most challenging encounters - as well as meeting Clem Godley. (Madoc and the Great War)
As the war ended Madoc decided he wasn't ready to return home - and was still worried about
the incident at school - so he decided to explore the world. After getting a job (and free
passage) on a Russian cargo ship he eventually reached Tibet. He stayed in a small village at
the foot of Mount Kailash, helping out the climbing teams and guides. However the arrival of an
American playboy (Wallace Westchester III) endangered both the village community and
Madoc’s situation. Madoc believed his only recourse was to break the rules of the community
and to lead Westchester up the mountain. The two adventurers subsequently discovered the
Temples of Shambala, where he learned secret medical and martial arts techniques. After a
series of events, he left the temple but not before being tricked into an action he wouldn’t forget
for decades. (The Temples of Shambala)
1935: After more journeys Madoc settled in Puerto Maldonado, Peru where he met the
Leschenne family. He reluctantly agreed to take them down river, but was tricked and angered
when he discovered they were treasure hunters and just looking for the Lost City of El Dorado.
They eventually found the legendary city, but few escaped and Madoc eventually found himself
recovering in the village of a hidden tribe. Although he was happy there, he felt guilty that he left
the Leschenne sisters alone and therefore decided to leave the village to rescue them. However
when he returned to where he left them, he found they were no longer there. He returned to
Puerto Maldonado to redouble his efforts. While there he met his old friend Clem Godley who
had been sent to find him and convince him to go to Olympus Island to try and avert another
World War. In exchange Godley agreed to continue searching for the sisters.
On Olympus Island (Madoc and the Olympians) he met Marian Marshwood - allegedly
another child of the Elvari; the scientists created the first ‘test tube baby’ using various cells and
sperm from multiple donors together with Marshwood’s eggs. They created 3 embryos - a male
and twin girls. One of the twin embryo’s was stolen by Universo but the Island had early

prototype missile technology and managed to damage the escaping ship. Universo hid near the
Vampryllium while making repairs - and the outcome of that has been discussed previously.
The island was subsequently attacked by german allied forces, all the surface labs were
destroyed and Marshwood was killed. Madoc was badly injured defending the island, but he
managed to successfully thwart the attack.
Below ground the labs were all undamaged, and so were the remaining embryos - however the
scientists were struggling to save the fatally injured Madoc. One of their number decided to
utilise a small supply of essence they had been given for experiments to save the hero. When
the governors of the island arrived they were horrified at this assumed waste of resources and
demanded that the scientists brainwash Madoc to ensure he became their supersoldier.
As WW2 began, the brainwashed hero was made a sergeant and nominated as team leader of
the Welsh Wonders who consisted of Bryn ‘Blaster’ Brown (explosives specialist), Emlyn
‘Eagle-Eye’ Evans (sniper/ assassin), Ieuan ‘Junkpile’ Jones (electronics and communications
specialist) and Haydn ‘Hospital’ Hughes (field medic). Their first mission in 1940 was to liberate
the Burma rd which was the main supply route from Burma to China. They found that it was
actually being controlled by Li Zhang, and used to move the captured immortals to his factory
for processing (Factory of the Damned). The Wonders investigated the factory, but one of the
team was killed and Madoc reprimanded for not following orders.
1941: On the Vampryllium, the embryo ‘liberated’ from Universo by the Vamphryllium was
implanted using one of them as a host, the host had been specially modified by Vamphryllia to
be compatible with the embryo. In six months a human baby was born - she was named Kyta.
1941: Back on Earth, the remaining members of the Welsh Wonders were posted to an island in
the South Pacific to await further orders. Another member of the Wonders was killed in a
supposed accident, which demoralised the team even further. A new staff member - Corporal
Nigel ‘Tommy’ Gunn was posted to the unit. Even though he wasn't Welsh the team welcomed
him, anxious to get back to active duty. They were given a new assignment - destroy an enemy
munitions dump located on a remote Island (The Treacherous Island) but things did not go to
plan. Madoc survived and avenged the others before returning back to South America.
1946 - 9: Madoc returned to the Village of the Hidden Tribe where he married the chief’s
daughter and they had a son - Owyn Lemas. However his son is kidnapped and his world
unravelled by an unexpected enemy (Betrayals). In his search for his son, he ended up at the
Antarctic base of Wir. He was fatally injured at the base and put himself in suspended
animation, to allow the alien machines to heal him.
In 1947 an Alien cargo ship using an experimental interstellar drive (Hyper-Tach Bubble drive)
materialised in the middle of the asteroid belt when it’s drive failed. It was badly damaged by the
asteroids and needed to find somewhere to land to make repairs. The crew detected that Earth
had some technological capability so they headed there; however the damage was worse than
they had believed and most of the crew were killed by radiation before it reached earth. The
ship crash landed near Roswell, New Mexico and the final crew member was fatally injured in

the crash. Dr Noah Mann, a Physics lecturer and a hobbyist astronomer, was recruited by the
government to investigate the vessel. They had a crew of scientists to work with him and he was
forced to live on the base, due to the top secret nature of the work. They worked in a set of
underground labs at the army base. (A Visit From Afar)
1948: In line with their beliefs, Vamphryllia generated a new symbiote to join with the young
Kyta; initially all seemed well but slowly the girl’s moods got darker, and Vampryllia reported the
symbiote had not fully bonded, and that both were dying. The symbiote was removed and given
to another host; however the girl's moods did not improve.
1949: Zhang's nephew, Peter, son of his youngest brother Sung, challenged him in Shanghai.
Zhang killed the man, and swore to hunt down his family, but Peter’s wife and 5yr old son,
Simon, had already fled to England. His wife took an English name - Lee, and his son became
Simon Lee. Simon aspired to study law at university and vowed to avenge his father by bringing
down Zhang’s Empire of Crime.
1950: Dr Mann was diagnosed with lymphatic cancer, caused by radiation exposure from the
alien craft. One of his colleagues, Brian McCormack, a linguist, had found what we would now
know as an expert system on the ship’s computer. He taught it to converse in English, and Mann
used it to build a computerised representation of his persona in the ship’s system.
1951: Mann’s human body died, but his electronic persona built a mechanical body out of the
ship’s automata and it became his first robot body.
On the Vamphryllium, the nine year old Kyta ‘escaped’ from the planetoid and joined the criminal
underworld on a nearby hub.
1953: Dr White was recruited to run the team and ‘replace’ Dr Mann - he was told about the
Professor and his Nu-Mann robot body and he became the liaison between the army and the
Professor.
1954: Captain Denning joined the team as head of staff - he managed the army staff and the
surface labs, Prof Mann/ Dr White managed the underground labs.
1958: Kyta (16) appeared on a broadcast from the hub, where she killed the head of the criminal
underground and took control of the gang.
1959: The Elvari Elders tracked down Zhang in his Shanghai home, they killed his guards and
burned his home to the ground. Zhang barely escaped, and badly shaken decided that from that
point on he would live in his starship in orbit around earth.
1961: Luis da Cruz, aged 16, joined the labs as an apprentice lab assistant (The Gauntlet: the
bullied Kid)

1963: Simon Lee began his Law Degree
1968: Jezebel was born in a Manchester (UK) alley to an Elvari mother that was killed by a
mysterious creature just before she was born; the creature tried to remove the baby by
cesarean but was thwarted by the arrival of the police. The baby was given to a scientist - Dr
Bloom - and his team to raise. (The Blood Rage)
In Roswell Prof Mann completed construction of a new robot body - much more humanoid and
with better speech synthesis. He gave a presentation to military top brass about the Roswell
‘ship’ and what his team had learned over almost 20 years. He described the alien artefacts seemingly historical artefacts that had special abilities or significance (some of these were
megiston force weapons). The artefacts he described were: the omega helmet (so called
because of the symbols on the exterior) - this was seen as a rosetta stone and was loaned to Dr
McCormack to aid in his analysis of the alien languages; a substance known as alkahest
(believed to be the missing component in creating a philosopher's stone) this was loaned to
Thomas Towns (a research chemist with an active interest in alchemy) to try and create the
mythical stone; a metallic belt inlaid with various gems but also possessing a complex set of
controls at the clasp - this was loaned to Dr Gordon Ganner to aid in his research around
bioelectric fields (BEAM), a alien battle suit (that would later be known as pyredarian armour Wir’s people) and finally a cloak made of unknown elements that seemed to exhibit sentience
(the Prof kept the latter two for his own research - the suit especially to improve his robot body).
He did not mention the alien gauntlet that was in the possession of Luis da Cruz.
1969: Albert Silversmith, a mutant with the power to ‘understand and visualise’ electrical and
chemical processes and flows (electropathy?) was recruited by Zhang, aged twenty. He was
tasked with repairing the alien ship as its main systems were failing and it would soon be unable
to support Zhang and his followers. He spent weeks using his unique ability to make repairs
before announcing that he would need spare parts to go any further. Zhang had been tipped off
by one of the generals at Prof Mann’s presentation and he sent an attack force to rob the lab.
Fortunately most of the artefacts had been loaned out but he got the battle suit plus many
components from the cargo ship.
(Silversmith mutant powers from Pyredarian heritage, grandmother was daughter of
pyredarian-human relationship - possibly wir?)
Luis da Cruz had just started a job as an analyst with the CIA - this robbery was flagged as
being critical to national security so the CIA were engaged. Due to its top security rating only
Luis had the necessary clearance so he was transferred to a field agent role and sent to
investigate.
The investigation led Luis to Zhang’s Shanghai office, but while investigating he was caught by
Zhang’s security team and transferred to a top secret location for interrogation. (the reluctant
spy). Eventually he was liberated and helped destroy the base. He tried to return home but was
warned by a friend not to return as he was believed to have been compromised. Instead he
journeyed to Colombia.

1970: The Noids visited Kyta’s hub - one of them was injured through an accident and she
began to formulate a plan to build herself an army.
Brian McCormack discovered the ‘Omega Helmet’ was possessed by the spirit of an ancient
warrior/ demigod (Marutuk) - he referred to the helmet as the Mask of Marutuk. McCormack
discovered that by using a high energy EM field he could ‘activate’ the helmet, allowing the
warrior’s spirit to take control and also providing the ‘mask’ with various powers.
The CCC found out about the activated helmet, and tricked McCormack into using it to locate
some of the other Megiston Force weapons - eventually McCormack railed against the CCC,
and in a fit of pique destroyed the ship’s systems. He was rescued by Thurlus and eventually
redirected to Vrell, where he settled and married Nya Landar.
1971: Simon Lee got a job at a small law practice and began building the case against Zhang.
A friend at UCLA used a new computer system to contact Zhang’s ship and they began spying
on them.
Silversmith built the Silver Spider suit and started working with Zhang’s gangs catching
immortals. (Friends of the Silver Spider)
1972: Lee’s friend hacked into Zhang’s system and they started to communicate with
Silversmith. Eventually they persuaded him that Zhang was evil and that capturing the
immortals was wrong.
1973: Silversmith turned against Zhang’s main team on a capture mission - the immortal was
freed. Silversmith joined Lee and his team and the Friends of the Silver Spider - an anti-Zhang
team - was formed. Over the next few months the ‘Silver Spider’ turned up every time Zhang
tried to capture some Immortals - thanks to the hacked system. Eventually Zhang found out
about the hack, secured his own system and laid a trap for Silversmith. Silversmith got infected
with a retrovirus and had to retire. Lee returned to legal mechanisms to stop Zhang. During a
late night study period he was visited by a stranger who offered to help Lee build the case - for a
few considerations. Lee agreed.
1974: Charlotta McCormack (Landar), daughter of Brian & Nya, was born on Vrell.
1975: In Colombia Luis got a job as a hitman, working for a crime lord (the repentant hitman).
However, one of the elements of a ‘job’ shocked him so much he decided to join the other side
to overthrow the crime lord and his associates - but the other side didn't trust him!
1976: Towns created the Philosopher's stone using the alkahest and formulas in old alchemy
texts passed down by his family. However it doesn’t ‘work’ for him, but his young son Tim (2)
accidently got access to the stone and used it to turn one of his toys into chocolate. Towns
realised the stone had a sentient intelligence and that it had formed a bond with his son.
1977: Matthias McCormack (Landar), Brian & Nya’s son, born on Vrell.

1978: Kyta (36) finally managed to reprogram a Noid using an EM program. She discovered her
mechanism for controlling the Noids and building her army - Cartelloids.
1979: She used some Noids to capture one of the Vamphryllium - she learned about essence,
and hatched a plan to capture Vamphryllia. She extracted essence from the captive, and
performed many experiments on him.
1980: After years of experiments, the scientists on Olympus island decided to defrost the male
embryo and implant it into a host body. At the end of the year Oliver Madson was born.
1983: Brian & children visited earth for the funeral of his mother; the children decided to stay
with their Grandfather when Brian returned to Vrell.
1984: Jezebel reached puberty and was gripped by the bloodrage, unable to control her
instincts she killed the entire team that had been caring for her and studying her for years. After
the carnage she was filled with remorse and ran away from the only home she had ever known.
She crossed continents, and was gripped with the bloodrage again and again, killing each time.
Eventually she arrived in Tibet, and was approached by representatives of the Shambala
temples - she was taken to the golden temple where she was trained and helped to manage
the bloodrage.
1985: Kyta was recruited by the CCC; her reprogrammed Noids became the Cartelloids,
replacing the Xythyn as their major enforcers - much more malleable and easily controlled.
1986: Kimiko Lee, Daughter of Simon, born in Manchester, UK
1989: Jezebel left Shambala; met Yusef; got kidnapped as a way to get Yusef; she escaped and
turned the tables on her captor.
1990: Grace Ganner (35) discovered the meta belt amongst her father’s belongings as well as
his journals and papers about Project BEAM. She took the belt back to her office and
discovered that what her father used it for was wrong - it was in reality the omicron belt - one of
the legendary Megiston Force weapons - however she wasn’t the only person who learned that
- Broker Wei also found that information and hatched a plan to retrieve the artefact for herself.

1990: Jezebel returned to Manchester, UK, to claim her inheritance and set up the Retreat
beneath her old home; by the end of the year the first Elvari arrived; they arrived with a young
child named Adam.
1993: Yusef arrived at the Retreat with his family.
1995: The Elvari elders are amongst the last of the Elvari to arrive at the Retreat.
Tim & Charlotta graduate from Wolf University.

1999: Zhang’s supply of essence runs out; he can’t find any more Elvari.
2000: Victoria (Vicki) Brennan was almost a slave; she worked for her mother six days a week in
a job so mundane and soul destroying that she begged for the sweet relief of school based
detention. One evening while waiting for her only other distraction - her youth club - she spots a
shooting star that crashes to earth metres from her youth club. What she finds at the crash site and what it leads to - introduces her to wonders beyond imagining and also helps her save the
world with the Godstones.
2001: Simon brings the case against Zhang to court; he is killed the night before the case starts;
case is presented by Victor Yeboah who had been secretly corresponding with Simon and kept
up to date on the case. Victor wins the case, and the judgement is that all Zhang’s assets are
seized or frozen. Kimiko ‘Krakatoa’ Lee hacks all of Zhang’s websites, accusing him of being a
murderer. She is prosecuted for this, and given a suspended sentence.
2002: Of once and future Gods: brings together the various strands involving Kimiko, Olly,
Jezebel and others. How did Kimiko become a superhero? What is the connection between Olly
and the mysterious organisation known as The Hyper Labs ? What happened to Kimiko at the
Antarctic base and how did it affect her?
2003: After the events of OOAFG, the denouement; it brings together the surviving members of
the previous book, plus the Alchemist, Marutuk and the Witch in Tales of the Alchemist.
2004: Sally Sheridan had not experienced the best start in life; her mother died when she was
young; she experienced abuse from her supposed carer; and she was stuck in a dead end job.
Having decided to make a clean break, she was confronted by her abuser and years of
frustration, anger and loathing burst from her and expressed itself in a terrifying way. Scared of
what she’d seen, she ran away, but soon realised that her new life on her own was not going to
be easy. She needed a miracle, or some magic at least in Tales of the Sorceress.
2005: Much more to come ….

Notes:
1. TO ANY SPECIES OUT THERE!
2. Do not trust them!
3. They are coming for you.
4. They will not negotiate.
5. They cannot be beaten.
6. All life is to them a threat.
7. They will find you.
8. They will destroy you.

9. You cannot beat them.
10. RUN! HIDE! TRY TO SURVIVE!
11. We are lost but you might still......
12.
13. <Static>
14. <Static>
15. <More Static>
16. <Static>
17.
18. Please ignore the previous transmission.
19. It was sent by a mentally unstable <lesser> species.
20. We would love to know your current coordinates.
21. Please share them, SO WE CAN BE {FRIENDS}!
The universe is built around rules,
If you know them, understand them and can manipulate them you are a scientist,
If you don't understand but can manipulate them anyway, you are a magician

